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THE COMPREHENSIVE CYLINDER
RANGE FOR MEDIUM TO HIGH 
SECURITY APPLICATIONS

The use of cylinder locks is a very flexible and 

sophisticated means of providing security at

most doors. The two part assembly uses a 

lockcase, which is either morticed into the door

or surface mounted, and a locking cylinder 

which is used to lock and unlock the lockcase.

The cylinder lock has a number of advantages

over other methods of door locking.

• The ability to select the most appropriate combination 

of lockcase and cylinder function.

• Matching the level of security to the precise needs of 

each door in the building.

• Upgrade security levels as the needs of the building or 

its occupants change.

• Enable sophisticated masterkeying and key control 

capabilities where access to multiple doors can be 

allowed or restricted to varying personnel.
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PATENT PROTECTION TO 2029

AB15-01

AB15-03

AB15-02

SELECTING THE 
RIGHT CYLINDER SYSTEM

In selecting the most appropriate cylinder system for 

any given application, a few simple factors should be 

considered:

• The need for physical security from forced entry.

• The size of the system and the need for complex 

masterkeying capabilities.

• The balance between the convenience of getting 

duplicate keys cut and the security of strict key control 

whereby keys can only be obtained from the 

manufacturer under a letter of authority.

PATENT PROTECTION TO 2029

Since copyright protection on keys was abolished in 1999, 

it is now possible for anybody to produce and sell most

types of keys. The only systems that can truly protect

against illegal keyblank duplications are patented key 

systems. Manufacturers are able to take legal action against

any authorized third parties who distribute copies of

patented keys without permission. The new 2000+ Premier

XT Series is patent protected until 2029 thus ensuring the

highest possible levels of security and patent protection 

for all.

2000+ PREMIER XT SERIES

The 2000+ Premier XT Series is a high quality, 

comprehensive cylinder range suitable for medium to high

security applications. Its features include:

• Patented 6 pin security until 2029.

• EN 1303:2005 Grade 5 Key Related Security.

• EN 1303:2005 Grade 6 Durability.

• EN 1303:2005 Grade 2 Attack Resistance (when used 

with a security escutcheon).

• Lifetime guarantee on key blanks.

• Unique raised plug with slotted face.

• Drill & pick protected.

• Multi function options.

• Backwards compatibility with 2000+ Premier Series.

• Multi-level profile for future expansion.
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FEATURES

HIGH PERFORMANCE CYLINDERS

2000+ Premier XT Series cylinders are designed to meet

the highest grades of key related security (Grade 5) 

durability (Grade 6) and attack resistance (Grade 2), when

used with security escutcheons, of the latest European

standard, EN 1303:2005.

Key profile with patented technology which prevents 

unauthorised key duplication.

Key blanks carry a lifetime warranty.

'Through-cut' technology utilises a unique process to 

produce the patented undercut design.

6-pin tumbler system offering over 30,000 differs 

with additional 'check pin' for extra security.

Raised plug with unique slotted face for improved 

aesthetics.

Plug finish matches the cylinder body which is 

available in satin nickel and polished brass finishes 

to match most quality hardware ranges.

Thumbturn design provides an easy grip and is 

compatible with most hardware designs.

Other 2000+ Premier XT Series features include:

• Comprehensive range of cylinder lengths in symmetrical 

and offset cylinder types.

• Anti-barricade function (see opposite).

• Classroom function (see opposite).

• Sophisticated masterkeying capability (see page 5).

• Full range of cylinder types including euro profile, oval 

profile and rim cylinders.

• Backwards compatibility with the 2000+ Premier Series.
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CYLINDER FUNCTIONS

THE ADVANTAGE OF A 
PATENTED SYSTEM

The security of any keyed system can quickly be 

compromised if keys are lost or are not returned by 

employees when they leave. Controlling who has access to

keys can be further compromised if keyblanks are available

on any high street. 

The 2000+ Premier XT Series is protected by patents to

2029 and the manufacture of keyblanks can therefore be

restricted, making the unauthorised copying of such keys

virtually impossible. Duplication of keys can only be carried

out by the manufacturer under a letter of authority.

ANTI-BARRICADE FUNCTION

In some circumstances, such as secure institutions, care

homes and psychiatric facilities it is desirable to prevent 

the inside thumbturn on the cylinder being used to hold 

the deadbolt in the locked position, preventing access by

key from outside.

The 2000+ Premier XT Series is available with a clutch

mechanism which isolates the thumbturn from the 

keyway so that in an emergency the key will override the

thumbturn if it is being held.

CLASSROOM FUNCTION

If a teacher needs to leave a room full of pupils for a short

while, they can lock the door from the outside to prevent

unauthorised personnel from entering whilst being 

reassured the door can always be opened from the inside,

even when locked. The cylinder however, can never be

locked internally, making it ideal for classroom applications.

CONSTRUCTION KEYING

During the construction process it is normal practice for 

the contractors to have control of the keys to each cylinder

being fitted to the building. This compromises security as

keys can become lost or stolen.  

With construction keying a special pin is incorporated into

the cylinder which allows a single ‘Construction key’ to be

issued to the contractors so they can gain full access during

the construction period.  

All the remaining keys are retained to the point of 

hand-over to the customer/building owner. Any key from

the system, when inserted into each cylinder and rotated,

will release the special pin in the cylinder which renders the

construction key inoperative and allows only the authorised

keys to pass.

MASTER KEYING

Master keying is the organisation 

of a keyed locking system where 

a hierarchy of access is produced. 

As the level of authority rises, so 

the ability to access cylinders in 

the system increases until access 

to all the cylinders in a system is 

available to a single Grand Master 

key (see overleaf for further 

information). 

The master key system can 

comprise any combination of the 

cylinder types available within the 

2000+ Premier XT Series.

Cylinder locked

Cylinder unlocked
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MASTER KEYING AND CYLINDER LENGTH

CYLINDER LENGTHS

Selecting the correct length of cylinder (euro profile and

oval profile) is important not only visually, but to increase

security from forcibly twisting the cylinder with a wrench.

The overall length of the cylinder should be just larger than

the combined thickness of the door (D) and the backplates

or escutcheons which are being used (X).

Note, when a thumbturn 

is being used a minimum 

2mm clearance is 

recommended from the 

face of the cylinder to the 

face of the escutcheon or 

backplate.

When the lock is fitted 

offcentre in the door 

thickness, an offset cylinder 

is required. In these cases 

each side of the cylinder 

needs to be calculated 

independently.

2000+ PREMIER XT 
MASTER KEYED SYSTEMS 

The 2000+ Premier XT is a restricted high performance

cylinder system, patented till 2029 and has been tested to

European standard EN1303-2005. 

The term mastering refers to any organisation of a keyed

where one key is required to operate several individual

locks, each of which has its own operating keys. 

The master key system can be a combination of any the

cylinder types available with the 2000+ Premier XT range

for example Rim Cylinders, Rim Mortice, Euro Cylinders,

Oval Cylinders, Scandinavian Cylinders, Cam Locks, 

Padlocks etc. 

The 2000+ Premier XT is a multi-profile system capable of

thousands of combinations. The master key system can

vary in complexity depending on its application and can 

involve one or many levels of master key. 

The 2000+ Premier XT is capable of producing a simple

master keyed system up to a larger, more complex 

multi-level systems (Great Grand Master, Grand Master,

Master, Sub Master etc). The system can be designed to

allow for future expansion using it multi-level profiles. 

The 2000+ Premier XT has enormous capabilities and 

have been set up for various applications, from single 

apartment block to complex applications like airports,

schools, hospitals, universities, football stadiums, 

commercial buildings etc.

Example 1 

An apartment block can be set up so each occupant has a

key which passes a main entrance and their own apartment

door. Other communal areas such as bin stores and laundry

can be organised onto the same key if required. 

Example 2 (See Diagram Below)

A more complex example could be commercial application

where individual departments might be controlled by sub

master keys, with levels above them of the master keys and

grand master keys held. For example, by the security officer,

the managing director and company secretary.  
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A   (B/C)

Euro Single 40 (30/10)

Euro Single 45 (35/10)

Euro Single 50 (40/10)

Euro Single 55 (45/10)

Euro Single 75 (65/10)

Euro Double 60 (30/30)

Euro Double 70 (35/35)

Euro Double 80 (40/40)

Euro Double 90 (45/45)

Euro Double 100 (50/50)

Euro Single & Turn 60 (30/30)

Euro Single & Turn 70 (35/35)

Euro Single & Turn 80 (40/40)

Euro Single & Turn Offset 65 (30/35T)

Euro Single & Turn Offset 65 (35/30T)

Euro Single & Turn Offset 70 (30/40T)

Euro Single & Turn Offset 70 (40/30T)

Euro Single & Turn Offset 75 (35/40T)

Euro Single & Turn Offset 75 (40/35T)

Euro Double Offset 65 (30/35)

Euro Double Offset 70 (30/40)

Euro Double Offset 75 (30/45)

Euro Double Offset 75 (35/40)

Euro Double Offset 80 (30/50)

Euro Double Offset 80 (35/45)

Euro Double Offset 85 (40/45)

Euro Double Offset 85 (30/55)

Euro Double Offset 85 (35/50)

Euro Double Offset 90 (35/55)

Euro Double Offset 90 (40/50)

Euro Double Offset 95 (40/55)

Euro Double Offset 95 (45/50)

Euro Double Offset 100 (45/55)

Euro Double Offset 100 (40/60)

CYLINDER SELECTION

A   (B/C)

Rim Cylinder

Rim Mortice - Single

Cam Lock

Oval Single 40 (30/10)

Oval Single 45 (35/10)

Oval Double 60 (30/30)

Oval Double 70 (35/35)

Oval Double 80 (40/40)

Oval Single & Turn 60 (30/30)

Oval Single & Turn 70 (35/35)

Oval Single & Turn 80 (40/40)

Scandinavian Oval EXT

Scandinavian Oval EXT / INT

Scandinavian Oval INT

Padlock 50mm 
Open Shackle Type A

Padlock 65mm 
Open Shackle Type A

Padlock 50mm 
Close Shackle Type B

Padlock 65mm 
Close Shackle Type B

Padlock 50mm 
Open Shackle 30mm Type C

Padlock 50mm 
Open Shackle 50mm Type C

EUROPEAN STANDARD EN1303:2005
Category 

of Use Durability Door Mass and 
Closing Force Fire Resistance Safety Corrosion Ket Related 

Security
Attack 

Resistance

Grade 1 Grade 6 N/A Grade 1 N/A Grade C Grade 6 Grade 2*

*When used with a security escutcheon.

Cylinders available in: 
Satin Nickel or Polished Brass finish.

Rim Mortice and Cam Lock available in:
Satin Nickel only.
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Euro Profile

Oval Profile

Rim Mortice

Scandinavian

Cam Lock

Rim Cylinder

Padlocks

Rim Mortice

Rim Cylinder

Euro Padlocks
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www.acornironmongery.com
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